
Item# Manufacturer Model Style Band Power Notes Photo
1 Philco Portable AM AC or DC Does not work.  Cloth covered outside.This was first radio 

in collection. 

2 Grunow 681 Cabinet AM-
Shortwave

AC AM works, but SW does not.  Has a bad speaker humm, 
and tone control is frozen.   Little done except cleaned.

3 Zenith 5784 Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC AM and shortwave both work well.  I fixed cap on top of 
one tube, otherwise have only cleaned it up.

4 Day-Fan 5046 Tabletop AM Battery Cleaned and new speaker fabric put in. Re-soldered 3 
wires to tuners Put new strip of cloth in for dial control.  
Not tried, due to battery operation

5 Airline 62-315 Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC Combined parts from 2 identical sets to make one good 
Radio. AM works with some humm SW works somewhat

6 Coronado 255ix Tabletop AM AC Cleaned up, but little else done.  AM works, but has humm 
and underwater sound

7 Zenith 6ro87 Cabinet AM-Phono AC AM and Phonograph both work but have quiet sound.  

9 Silvertone 16 Tabletop AM AC Replaced AC cord, and cleaned, but will not work.

10 Philco 42-350 Tabletop AM-FM-
Shortwave

AC AM works, but FM is now wrong frequency.  Shortwave is 
very faint.  Cleaned, but little else done.

11 Musicaire 862-t Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC AM and Shortwave both work well, however the volume 
control is touchy.. will cut in and out. Tuner string slips

12 Philco 46-421 Tabletop AM AC Very dirty when bought, cleaned, but needs more work.  

15 Zenith 52 Low-boy AM-
Shortwave

AC Was completely gutted, with parts in box and cabinet 
stripped.  Replaced grill cloth, cleaned and new AC cord, 
and refinished cabinet.  Needs connection between thumb 
dial and early push-button arraignment.  Currently dead.

16 Atwater - Kent 35 Tabletop AM Battery Was dirty and rusting, but cleaned up and sealed.  
Included horn speaker. 

17 Emerson 539(possible) Tabletop AM AC AM has buzz, but will not receive station. 

18 Zenith r721 Tabletop AM-FM AC Cleaned, but no tubes will glow.

19 Coronado 43-8354 Tabletop AM AC Works very well, but outside plastic case has some 
scratches... and the dial slips.

20 Zenith 6g001y Portable AM AC or DC Portable… AM works when plugged in, but battery hook-
up not tested.  Missing top of radio, where handle was 
located originally..

22 RCA  Victor t7-5 Tombstone AM-
Shortwave

AC Needs new power cord.  Works with very quiet sound

23 Philco 27-9545 Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC Has AM and Police bands, but after cleaning and repairing 
tuner string, able to get only static and loud humm.

24 Crosley 171 Cathedral AM AC Generally good solid condition, but has a few scratches 
that will need some work. Nothing but humm when tried.

26 Hallicrafters s-38eb Tabletop AM-FM-
Shortwave

AC Works very well.

27 General 
Electric

unknown tabletop/
clock

AM AC I would think this would be one of the early solid state 
versions of a clock radio.  Works very well.

28 Zenith h725 Tabletop AM-FM AC AM and FM both work well...but band selector is sensitive 
and touchy... probably needs cleaning.

29 Silvertone 1954 Tombstone AM-
Shortwave

AC Cleaned.  Slight humm on all 3 bands, but no stations or 
even static.  Steady humm.

30 Unknown Unknown Tabletop AM Battery Cleaned, re-glued and screwed corners to fix case, but still 
slightly warped.  Cannot find Manufacturer or brand name 
anywhere. (Possibly a Silver-Marshall or perhaps just a 
lowprice kit, which would explain primative wooden case)

31 Atwater- Kent 20 Tabletop AM Battery Cleaned, but otherwise nothing done.

32 RCA Victor 9-X-571 Tabletop AM AC Little done...worked good from first... but has scratchy 
sound from the volume control.

33 RCA Victor v135 Tabletop AM-Phono AC Phono has power, but radio seems to be dead.  Not sure if 
all tubes are there. Have not looked inside.

34 Mantola l13-c5 Tabletop AM AC Small Bakelite radio, with carrying handle on top, but is not 
portable, since it has to be plugged in.  Works, but has 
deep underwater sound. Was very dirty, but outside 
cleaned up nicely.  Tuning string slips badly, but should be 
able to fix later.  

35 Atwater-Kent 37 Tabletop AM AC This radio came with beautiful matching Type E-2 drum 
speaker, in “Like New” condition.  The radio has metal 
case and is in very good condition on the outside. Not 
tried.

36 Grebe Portable AM AC or DC The case was very dirty and dusty, which cleaned up 
nicely.   Front cover opens up to reveal radio. The string 
tuner had to be fixed. A couple of bad tubes are probably 
to blame for the dead condition... hope to find a 
replacements and then try it.  Need to fix cap on one tube.

37 Westinghouse N-202 Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC Generally in very nice condition. Cabinet is in good shape 
with no big scratches or missing veneer. All the tubes are 
in place and light... but no signal.

38 Brunswick 5 KR Tabletop AM AC Came with a Model A Brunswick speaker...in good 
condition.  Not tried. 

42 Coronado 907 Tabletop AM AC Has fragile tuning knob... Fixed knob when cleaning, but 
unsure how long it will last if used alot. Cabinet has alot of 
wear spots, and glued on corner, but overall in good 
shape.

43 Sentinel 285-P Portable AM AC or DC   Has original instructions inside, nice asset.

44 Bush and Lane High-boy AM AC Very pretty... few scratches

46 Radiola Speaker Battery Bought this speaker because the one that I already have 
is in poor condition.    This one is in much better shape 
with cone still intact. Cloth over cone a little ragged, but 
still there.   The front floral cloth is fair shape.. with only a a 
few rough segments. 

47 RCA Victor 84BT6 Tombstone AM Battery Dirty and discolored... but looked better after cleaning.   
Battery wiring was completely rotted away.   

48 Hallicrafters Tabletop AM-
Shortwave

AC Cleaned...  fixed tuning strings... nice looking.  All metal 
construction.. very industrial style

50 RCA Victor 1X Tabletop AM AC Cleaned up very nice, but has slight crack on left side.Has 
very loud, deep humm, but does pull in stations with 
underwater sound.

51 Penncrest ???? Tabletop AM AC Bad Humm.. but has some weak reception.  Plastic 
simulated wood grain case.

52 Homemade Kit Tabletop AM Battery This appears to be a homemade radio kit, because it has 
no manufacturing information of any kind.  The front of  
this radio is glass... very unusual.  The glass has two 
cracks but still is very solidly in place.  Missing one tube.  
Has couple of loose wire connections, but should be able 
to re-solder very easily (someday)   Has 4 separate 1/4” 
headphone jacks on front, but not labeled.. not sure why 4.   
Has battery and antenna connections on back, but does 
not appear to have speaker connections... perhaps that’s 
what the 1/4” jacks are for.

53 Music Master 100-A Tabletop AM Battery This radio was dirty and some of the  dials frozen.  It also 
came with a matching wooden horn speaker.  I cleaned it 
up, glued the loose veneer, and glued the cracked speaker 
horn.  Battery Operated.. so not tried.

54 Admiral Tabletop AM-FM-
Phono

AC Some parts of the phonograph are loose and rattling 
around... possibly some parts missing.

58 Silvertone 16 Tabletop AM AC This belonged to grandfather, and was at his home for 
many years.  Does not work.

59 RCA 106 Speaker speaker This is a speaker cabinet, with tapestry front and sides.  
The speaker is missing, but cannot tell from outside 
appearance, could replace someday if necessary.  Some 
veneer damage and Battery burns on the top, but fabric 
and finish generally nice.

60 Dicto-Grand R-3 Speaker This is a small horn speaker, attached to the top of a base.  
Dusted off, but could be re-painted to give better overall 
appearance.

62 Metropolitan High-boy AM Battery Could not find any information on this particular brand, so 
unsure of its value.  Basically sound radio, speaker horn 
was lose, and very dirty.  Cleaned it up, and repaired 
speaker mounting., but otherwise nothing done.  Top 
veneer is in bad shape, I hope to replace it.  Missing two 
knobs on bottom front panel, which the batteries go 
behind.  (should be easy to replace those)

63 Sparton 410 Jr. Tabletop AM AC Cleaned up electronics and case.  Some varnish is flaking 
off, but overall good condition.   Plugged it in, and got very 
weak signal, but it is working!  Restored the finish, and put 
it all together... looks very nice.

64 Dyna Jet Tube 
Tester

606 Portable AC Works well.  Great for checking the tubes of many old 
radio sets, Does not have ability to test the very old 4 pin 
tubes.


